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ABSTRACT 
In privacy preserving data mining, utility mining plays an 

important role.  In privacy preserving utility mining, some 

sensitive itemsets are hidden from the database according to 

certain privacy policies. Hiding sensitive itemsets from the 

adversaries is becoming an important issue nowadays. The 

existing paper utilized two algorithms; such as HHUIF and 

MSICF are conceal the sensitive itemsets, so that the 

adversaries cannot mine them from the modified database. But, 

the performance of this method lacks if the utility value of the 

items are same. To solve this problem, in this paper a Modified 

MSICF algorithm (MMSICF) is proposed. The proposed 

MMSICF algorithm is a modified version of existing MSICF 

algorithm. The MMSICF algorithm computes the sensitive 

itemsets by utilizing the user defined utility threshold value. 

The threshold value selection plays a major role in this paper 

and it is determined by the hybridization of Artificial Bee 

Colony (ABC) and Genetic Algorithm (GA). In order to hide 

the sensitive itemsets, the frequency value of the items is 

changed. The proposed MMSICF reduces the computation 

complexity as well as improves the hiding performance of the 

itemsets. The algorithm is implemented and the resultant 

itemsets are compared against the itemsets that are obtained 

from the conventional privacy preserving utility mining 

algorithms. 

General Terms  
Data Mining, Privacy  

Keywords  
Utility Mining, Privacy Preserving Utility Mining, Sensitive 

Itemsets, Utility Value, Frequency Value, Maximum  Sensitive 

Itemsets Conflict First (MSICF) . 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The collection of digital information by governments, 

corporations, and individuals has created tremendous 

opportunities for knowledge-based decision making. Driven by 

mutual benefits, or by regulations that require certain data to be 

published, there is a demand for the exchange and publication 

of data among various parties [1]. Today’s globally networked 

society demands the dissemination and sharing of large amount 

of sensitive data. Such data is an important asset to business 

organizations and governments for decision making processes 

and providing social benefits [2]. These are the collection of 

data known as data mining. Data mining is the process of 

extracting patterns from data. It has become an increasingly 

important tool for transforming data into information. However, 

with the rapid development of data mining technologies, 

preserving data privacy posed and increasing challenge to data 

mining applications in many areas [3]. Some of the organization 

needs privacy for the original data. So recently all the 

organizations are utilizing the Privacy preserving Utility Mining 

(PPUM) for the security purpose. Many data mining 

applications deal with privacy- sensitive data. It is randomly 

perturbing the data while preserving the underlying 

probabilistic properties [4]. Privacy is usually measured using 

some form of disclosure risk, while the data utility is 

traditionally measured as information loss between the original 

data and the transformed sanitized data [5]. 

The  problem  of privacy  preserving  data mining has  become  

more  important in  recent  years  because  of  the  increasing  

ability  to  store personal  data  about  users  and  the  increasing  

sophistication of  data  mining  algorithm  to  leverage  this  

information.  A number of techniques have been suggested in 

recent years in order to perform privacy preserving data mining 

[6]. PPUM research usually takes one of the three philosophical 

approaches: (i) data hiding (ii) rule hiding (iii) secure multiparty 

computation. Its main goal is to develop efficient algorithm that 

allow one to extract relevant knowledge from a large amount of 

data, while prevent sensitive data and information from 

disclosure or inference [7]. The former notion of data quality is 

strictly related to the use the data are intended for. Moreover, 

some of those algorithms can be computationally very 

expensive and thus cannot be used when very large sets of data 

need to be frequently released. Therefore, in addition to data 

quality, performance also needs to be carefully assessed [8]. 

The  first  type  of  privacy,  termed  as  output  privacy,  is  that  

the  data  is  altered  so that the mining result will conserve 

certain privacy. Many modification techniques such as 

perturbation, blocking, aggregation, swapping and sampling are 

used for this type of privacy [9] [10]. The second type of 

privacy, labeled as input privacy, is that the data is manipulated 

so that the mining result is not affected or less affected. The 

cryptography based and reconstruction based techniques are 

used for this type of privacy [11] [12]. 

2. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS 
In 2009, Mohammad Naderi Dehkordi et al. [13] have 

presented the Extracting of knowledge form large amount of 

data was an important issue in data mining systems. One of 

most important activities in data mining was association rule 

mining and the new head for data mining research area was 

privacy of mining. A lot of researches have done in the area but 

most of them focused on perturbation of original database 

heuristically. Therefore the final accuracy of released database 

falls down intensely. In addition to accuracy of database the 
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main aspect of security in this area was privacy of database that 

is not warranted in most heuristic approaches, perfectly. They 

introduced new multi-objective method for hiding sensitive 

association rules based on the concept of genetic algorithms. 

The main purpose of the method was fully supporting security 

of database and keeping the utility and certainty of mined rules 

at highest level. 

In 2011, Vijayarani et al. [14] have discussed about the 

association rule hiding problem.  Association rule mining, one 

of the very important data mining techniques. The process  of  

discovering  itemsets  that  frequently  co-occur  in  a 

transactional  database  so  as  to  produce  significant  

association rules that hold for the data was known as 

Association rule mining. This  process was modifying the 

original database  by  hiding  the  sensitive  data  to  protect  the  

sensitive association rules. In the paper, they have proposed 

Artificial Bee Colony optimization algorithm for hiding the 

sensitive association rules. They analyzed the efficiency of the 

Artificial Bee Colony optimization technique by using various 

performance factors. 

In 2011, Xinjun Qi et al. [15] have proposed the privacy 

preserving data mining issue. They also make a classification 

for the privacy preserving data mining, and analyze some works 

in this field. Data distortion method for achieving privacy 

protection association rule mining and privacy protection data 

release were focused on discussion. Detailed evaluation criteria 

of privacy preserving algorithm was illustrated, which include 

algorithm performance, data utility, privacy protection degree, 

and data mining difficulty. Finally, the development of privacy 

preserving data mining for further directions is prospected. 

In 2010, Jieh-Shan Yeh et al. [16] have proposed the privacy 

preserving utility mining (PPUM) with two novel algorithms, 

HHUIF and MSICF, to achieve the goal of hiding sensitive 

itemsets so that the adversaries could not mine them from the 

modified database. The work also minimizes the impact on the 

sanitized database of hiding sensitive itemsets. The 

experimental results show that HHUIF achieves lower miss 

costs than MSICF on two synthetic datasets. On the other hand, 

MSICF generally has a lower difference ratio than HHUIF 

between original and sanitized databases.  

3. THE PROPOSED MODIFIED PRIVACY 

PRESERVING UTILITY MINING 

ALGORITHM  
The proposed method is modified Privacy Preserving Utility 

Mining algorithm for selecting the minimum itemsets from the 

original database. The process is mentioned below, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  Structure of the Proposed MMSICF algorithm 

Let C  be the transaction database, containing a set of 

transactions },,,{ 321 YTTTTC  , where y is the total number 

of transactions. The database D  contains a set of items, which 

is denoted as },,,{ 321 XiiiiJ  , where x is the total 

number of items in the database. Each transaction yT is a set of 

items and a set of items is termed as an itemset.  Moreover, the 

external utility value of each item in the database is stored in the 

external utility table, which is referred as, 

)}(),(),(),({ 321 XieieieieE  where )( Xie is the 

external utility value of an item Xi ; JiX   the frequency 

value of each item Xi in transaction YT  is ),( YX Tiv is the 

number of items mi acquired in transaction YT . 

3.1 Utility Mining Algorithm 
Utility mining is used to find all the itemset’s utility values. The 

utility value of item Xi in transaction YT  is defined as,  

),()(),( YXYYX TibieTia                                   (1) 

The utility value of an itemset P  in transaction YT is denoted 

as, 

),(),( YXPiY TiaTPa
X 

                                         (2) 

Then, find the itemsets whose utility value is higher than the 

user specified threshold value , where, the minimum utility 

threshold is . The itemset P is a high utility itemset, if

)(Pa . These high utility itemsets are stored in

},,{ 21 msssK  and such itemsets are sensitive 

itemsets. The sensitive itemsets should be concealed according 

to some security strategies. To perform the sanitizing process, 

the existing method [16] has utilized two algorithms: HHUIF 

and MSICF. Amongst these two algorithms, MSICF produces 

lower DS than the HHUIF and the MSICF algorithm is 

described below. 

       

Acquire Sanitized itemsets C 

 

Collected database C 

 

Discover sensitive item-sets 

Apply utility mining 
for finding high 

utility item-sets 

 

Apply MMSICF on sensitive 

itemsets 
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3.2 Obtainable MSICF Algorithm  
The main objective of the MSICF algorithm is to diminish the 

utility value of each sensitive itemset by modifying the quantity 

values of items which has the maximum conflict count among 

items in the sensitive itemsets. The main process in this 

algorithm is to provide a new Icount values for the formatted 

data set. After selecting the Icount values arrange them in any 

predefined order. The pseudo code of the MSICF algorithm is 

given below: 

Algorithm 1: MSICF Algorithm 

 

This MSICF process continues until the utility value of each 

sensitive itemset becomes lower than . This existing MSICF 

privacy preserving utility mining algorithm has some 

drawbacks in the hiding process, and such drawback is 

formulated in the following section. 

3.3 Problem Formulation  
The MSICF algorithm hides the sensitive itemsets having high 

utility value. But, the drawback of this algorithm is that, if the 

items in the sensitive itemsets having same utility value, then it 

will decrease the hiding performance. For example, },{ BA is a 

sensitive itemset )120(  , having utility value 

200),( BAu . To hide the itemset },{ BA , here the 

frequency value of item in the itemset having high utility value 

is changed. In case, if both BA, have the same utility value as 

100 then, any one of the item’s value is modified randomly. 

Hence, this process creates an impact between these items. To 

solve this drawback, in this paper a Modified MSICF algorithm 

with Item Selector (IS) (MMSICF) is proposed. The Item 

Selector is used to select the high utility value itemset by using 

the following algorithm, and subsequently the frequency value 

of the selected items is modified. The developed IS will reduce 

the computation complexity as well as improves the hiding 

performance of the itemsets.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: flow chart of in threshold proposed method 

evaluation 

4. MODIFIED MSICF ALGORITHM 

WITH ITEM SELECTOR (MMSICF)  
The main objective of the MMSICF algorithm is to select the 

best items from the sensitive itemsets having same high utility 

value. The high utility value itemsets are hidden by modifying 

the frequency values of items contained in the sensitive itemsets 

based on the minimum utility threshold value . This hiding 

process is repeated the until all sensitive itemsets utility value 

become lower than the threshold value .  The proposed 

MMSICF algorithm is described below.  

 

 

 

Start 

Initialization of random solution 

Fitness computation (Fi) 

 

Yes 

Employed bee 

Onlooker bee 

Compare employed bee and 

onlooker bee 

Best value 

Best value>= 

threshold 

New updation of sensitive set by 

crossover and mutation process 

Optimal threshold 

No 

Stop 

Input: the original database C ; the minimum utility threshold ; the 

sensitive itemsets },,{ 21 msssK   

Output: the sanitized database 
'C so that ms cannot be mined 

1.  Calculate )(KIcount
m

i
for all S 

2.  Arrange mi by decreasing order of )(KIcount
m

i
 

3.  for each sensitive itemset Csm   

4.   )( msadiff // the utility value needs to be reduced 

5.  while )0( diff        { 

6.  
)),((maxarg),( ),( TiaTio TssiYX mm 

 

7.  modify 
),( YX Tio

with
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9. return the sanitized database 'C  
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Algorithm 2: Modified MSICF Algorithm 

Input: the original database C ; the minimum utility threshold

 ; the sensitive itemsets },,{ 21 msssK    

Output: the sanitized database 
'C so that ms cannot be 

mined. 

Finding threshold value  ))'()((
0 0

mTmT n

X

n

Y

m

n  
   

The aforementioned threshold computation process is done with 

the aid of hybrid technique of artificial bee colony (ABC) and 

genetic algorithm (GA),

 

1.  Calculate 
)(KIcount

m
i for all S 

2.  Arrange mi by decreasing order of )(KIcount
m

i
 

3.  for each sensitive itemset Ksm   

4. 
 

 )( msadiff // the utility value needs to be 

reduced 

5. while 
)0diff( 

{  

6. 
 if ms

contains two items 
),( XZm iis 

 

7. 
 Compare 

),(),( YXYZ TiaandTia
 

8.  if 
),(),( YZYX TiaTia 
go to step 9 otherwise go to 

step 17   

9. 
Select XZ ii ,

 items frequency values ),( YX Tib and 

),( YZ Tib
 

10.  Sort 
),( YX Tib and ),( YZ Tib

frequency values in 

descending order and sored in
ZX SandS
 

11. 
 Select top 

),(),(
, YZYX TibTib
nn values from ZX SandS

 

12. 
Compute frequency value

),(),(

,
YTZibYTXib

nn ff
 

for each 

),(),(
, YZYX TibTib
nn

       
value 

13.  compute 
ZX ii

PP ,  
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1
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14. If 
ZX ii PP   then change ),( YX Tib

 otherwise 

change 
),( YZ Tib

  
 

15.  

)),((max),( ),( ),( TiaTio YTXib
YmX nTsiYX 

 

16. modify 
),( YX Tio

with 
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17.  

)),((max)),(),,(( ),( TiaTiTio TssiYZYX mm 
     

repeat again 16.
 

     18. 










diffTiaif

diffTiaifTiadiff
diff

YX

YXYX

),(,,0

),(,),(

 
     19.  return the sanitized database 'C  
 

       In this threshold value formula, where 

)(mTn
- Transaction value,  

)'(mTn
- Utility value,  , - Weight age value. 

The proposed algorithm shows that the item-set ms
Contains 

two items and their utility values are found and check for higher 

utility value. If suppose both items utility values are same, then 

find frequency values for each item-sets otherwise it will move 

to the final condition modified step. The same utility items 

frequency values are sorted in descending order and  top most 

value is selected. The top most items frequency values are 

determined and find two parametric values are found by 

multiplying the top most items frequency with top most items 

value. After that, we compare both parametric values based on 

the item chosen and change that item frequency value.  

The proposed MMSICF algorithm hides the sensitive item-sets 

having high utility values, so the adversaries cannot mine such 

sensitive item-sets from the database.  

Example 
 Let us consider a transaction database with three numbers of 

transactions and three different items with their external utility 

values are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Transaction database with external utility value 

TID A B C 

T1 0 0 1 

T2 1 1 0 

T3 3 0 6 
T4 1 0 1 
T5 0 1 1 
T6 1 0 0 

External 

Utility Value 
6 10 3 

 

By using the above transaction table we find the high utility 

itemsets are 

Utility Item Set Utility Values 

AB 16 

AC 45 

BC 13 

A 36 

B 20 

C 27 
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High Utility Item Set Utility Values 

AC 45 

A 36 

 
In this example we set the threshold value = 30. 

 

After that, compared the utility values of both items sets A and 

C in the transactions T3 and T4. 

 

TID              Item  A C 

T3 3 6 

T4 1 1 

 
The utility value of the items A and C is high in transaction 

T3and both items have the same value as 18. So we select any 

one of the items value to be changed by using the MMSICF 

algorithm. Initially we find the frequency value of the items A 

and C and sort the values in descending order. After that we 

select top m (here: m = 1) values and find the frequency value 

of the m values. 

In our example nb(A;Tn) = 3, nb(C;Tn) = 6 and their frequency value  

          
            

  . Then PA, PC as, 

PA = 3*1=3 

PC = 6*1=6 

The PC value is greater than the PA (6>3), so the PA value to be 

changed in the data set. Based on the new value of C the item 

sets AC utility value to be calculated and compared with the 

threshold value. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
The proposed MMSICF algorithm is implemented in the 

working platform of MATLAB version 7.12. The performance 

of the proposed MMSICF algorithm is measured by conducting 

experiments on one dataset. In the dataset, the proposed 

MMSICF algorithm finds the sensitive item-sets that have high 

utility than our specified minimum utility threshold value. The 

sensitive item-sets are mined from the dataset and the 

corresponding item-sets items utility value is changed by 

utilizing IS.  

5.1 Dataset Description  
In this paper, two Datasets are utilized for the performance 

analysis of proposed MMSICF algorithm. The dataset I contains 

100 transactions with 10 different items and dataset II contains 

200 transactions with 10 different items. Dataset is described in 

Table 2.  

Table 2: Dataset Description 

Dataset Number of transactions Distinct items 

Dataset I 100 10 

Dataset II 200 10 

 

5.2 Performance Analysis  
The effectiveness of proposed technique is analyzed by 

invoking some performance measures given in [17]. Moreover, 

the proposed MMSICF algorithm performance is compared 

with the conventional MSICF algorithm. The performance 

analysis is carried out by changing the minimum utility 

threshold as 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500 and 3000. The 

performance measures of the proposed and conventional 

algorithms are shown in the following Table 2 and Table 3.  

The performance measures are described below, 

(i) Hiding Failure (HF): 
Hiding failure measures the percentage of sensitive itemsets 

discovered from D . The HF is measured by the sensitive 

itemsets of both the original database and the sanitized 

database, which is stated as follows, 

                       
|)(|

|)(| '

CH

CH
HF          (3)                                                         

In Eqn. (3), )(CH  and )( 'CH  represents the sensitive itemsets 

from original database C and the sensitive itemsets from 

sanitized database
'C  , respectively.  

(ii) Miss Cost (MC) 
Miss cost measures the difference ratio of valid itemsets 

presented in the original database and the sanitized database. 

The Miss Cost value is computed as, 

                       
|)(|

|)()(| '

C

CC
MC



 
                    (4) 

Where, )(C and )( 'C denotes the non-sensitive itemsets 

discovered from the original database C  and the sanitized 

database 'C  , respectively.  

(iii) Dissimilarity (Diff)  
The dissimilarity between the original database D  and the 

sanitized database 'D  is calculated as, 

                   









 

 



X

m

CCX

m

C

mm

m

DS
1

'

1

)]()([

)(

1




               (5) 

Where, )(mC and )(' m
C

 represents the frequency of the mth  

item in the database C and the frequency value of the mth item 

in the database C’. 

Table 3: Performance comparison between proposed 

MMSICF algorithm and Conventional MSICF algorithm 

for data set I 
TH 

Range 

MMSICF MSICF[16] 

'TH’ 'HF' 'MC' 'Dis' 'TH’ 'HF' 'MC' 'Dis' 

100-
500 

469 
0.66 
255 

1.40 
740 

0 500 
0.88 
983 

1.36 
864 

0 

500-

1000 
994 

0.503 

546 

3.148 

936 

2.40 

E-217 
1000 

0.810 

219 

3.080 

292 
0 

1000-
1500 

1414 
0.464 
789 

7.239 
437 

6.27 
E-106 

1500 
0.633 
803 

6.873 
239 

3.95 
E-140 

1500-

2000 
1912 

0.071 

429 

19.89 

286 

1.68 

E-11 
2000 

0.071 

429 

18.96 

429 

1.17 

E-11 

2000-
2500 

2471 0 21.5 
2.15 
E-09 

2500 0 20.5 
1.56 
E-09 

2500-

3000 
2916 0 21.5 

1.70 

E-07 
3000 0 20.5 

7.57 

E-08 

 
As can be seen from Table 3, the performance measure shows 

that the proposed algorithm has offered higher performance 

compared to the conventional algorithm. The hiding failure 

value of MMSICF algorithm is lower than the conventional 

MSICF algorithm. The low value of HF shows that the 

proposed technique hides the sensitive items more efficiently 

than the conventional MSICF algorithm [16]. Similarly, the 

dissimilarity values of our proposed MMSICF algorithm are 

also low than the conventional MSICF algorithm. But Miss 

Costs of our proposed system has high compared to 

conventional MSICF algorithm.  
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The following figures 3, 4 and 5 shows the graphical 

representation of the proposed and conventional techniques 

performance in HF, MC and DS performance measures for 

different minimum threshold values.  

 
Figure 3: Graphical representation of proposed MMSICF 

and existing MSICF algorithms performance in terms of 

Hiding Failure (HF) 

 
Figure 4: Graphical representation of proposed MMSICF 

and existing MSICF algorithms performance in terms of 

Miss cost (MC) 
 

 
Figure 5: Graphical representation of proposed MMSICF 

and existing MSICF algorithms performance in terms of DS 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Table 4: Performance comparison between proposed 

MMSICF algorithm and Conventional MSICF algorithm 

for data set II 
TH 

Range 

MMSICF MSICF[16] 

'TH’ 'HF' 'MC' 'Dis' 'TH’ 'HF' 'MC' 'Dis' 

100-
500 

494 
0.31 
671 

1.02 
244 

0 500 
0.94 
416 

1.00 
254 

0 

500-

1000 
1015 

0.148 

936 

4.75 

1773 

3.55 

E-47 
1000 

0.851 

351 

4.331 

081 
0 

1000-
1500 

1492 
0.081 
633 

15.55 
102 

1.25 
E-43 

1500 
0.604 
167 

15.5 
4.24 
E-87 

1500-

2000 
1998 

0.294 

118 

46.70 

588 

1.16 

E-12 
2000 

0.352 

941 

46.05 

882 

1.40 

E-20 

2000-

2500 
2500 0 

114.85 

71 

6.90 

E-08 
2500 0 

113.8 

571 

6.57 

E-08 

2500-

3000 
3000 0 201.75 

4.34 

E-09 
3000 0 200.75 

3.91 

E-09 

 

The following figures 6, 7 and 8 shows the graphical 

representation of the proposed and conventional techniques 

performance in HF, MC and DS performance measures for 

different minimum threshold values. 

 
 

Figure 6: Graphical representation of proposed MMSICF 

and existing MSICF algorithms performance in terms of 

Hiding Failure (HF) 

 
 

Figure 7: Graphical representation of proposed MMSICF 

and existing MSICF algorithms performance in terms of 

Miss cost (MC) 
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Figure 8: Graphical representation of proposed MMSICF 

and existing MSICF algorithms performance in terms of DS  

 

The fig. 3, 4, and 5 are shown the performance of MMSICF and 

MSICF algorithms in different utility threshold values with 

different performance measures for dataset 1. From the graph 

the proposed algorithm is shown in the graph as first bar (blue 

bar) and second bar (brown bar) is the existing algorithm for 

both dataset 1 and 2. The performance measure HF value of our 

proposed technique is low when compared to MSICF. This low 

value illustrates that our MMSICF algorithm performs the 

sanitization process perfectly than the MSICF. Moreover, the 

high MC value shows that our sanitization database contains 

more valid items than the original database. The MC value is 

low for the MSICF algorithm. Also, the DS measure shows that 

our MMSICF algorithm removes the sensitive items and its 

corresponding sensitive transactions. In the figure 5, the 

dissimilarity value are very small compared with the other 

values so it is not visible in the graph and its values are 2.40E-

217, 6.27E-106 as well as in the existing also minimum (0,0 and 

3.95E-140) or have zero values. As we can know from these 

graphs, our proposed technique has offered high performance in 

different minimum utility threshold values with different 

performance measures. Thus, our proposed MMSICF algorithm 

efficiently hides the sensitive itemsets form the original 

database and provides a database with the non sensitive 

itemsets. The above figures 6, 7 and 8 are shown the graphical 

representation of our proposed and conventional techniques 

performance in HF, MC and DS performance measures for 

different threshold values for dataset 2. The performance 

measure HF value of proposed technique is low when compared 

to MSICF. This low value illustrates that the proposed 

MMSICF with ABC_GA algorithm performs the sanitization 

process perfectly than the existing MSICF algorithm. Similarly 

the miss cost and dissimilarity are highest compared with the 

existing algorithm. In figure 8  the values are very low 

compared with the other values so that values are not shown in 

the graph for simplicity and the values are (3.55E-47, 1.25E-43, 

and 1.16E-12) and (4.24E-87 and 1.4E-20). It is illustrated that 

the proposed algorithm is given the perfect sanitation process 

than the existing algorithm.  

6. CONCLUSION  
In this proposed technique, MMSICF privacy preserving utility 

mining algorithm for hiding the high utility sensitive item sets 

by utilizing exploiting the Item Selector (IS). The enhanced 

MMSICF algorithm successfully hides the sensitive item sets 

from the adversaries even though the items utility value is 

similar or non similar. Initially our proposed technique presents 

a privacy preserving utility mining (PPUM) model and builds 

up an MMSICF algorithm to reduce the impact on the source 

database of privacy preserving utility mining. In this paper the 

proposed part is the estimation of threshold value for the 

optimal threshold selection. For the selection of threshold 

values the hybridization of ABC along with GA is proposed. 

The main advantage of this proposed part of GA is to provide 

the optimal solution since the value of crossover and mutation 

are being set to a constant value. This algorithm modifies the 

database transactions containing sensitive item sets to minimize 

the utility value below the given threshold while preventing 

reconstruction of the original database from the sanitized one. 

The experimental results proved that the performance of the 

proposed MMSICF algorithm was better than the conventional 

MSICF algorithm. In future, by making small modifications in 

computing threshold process or by changing the optimization 

algorithm these results can be improved. This in case reduces 

the computation time taken for the whole process and retrieve 

better results. 
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